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Where Vision
Meets Quality



Image Mill has specialized in producing high quality graphics for a range of industries since 
1996. First adding a wood shop, and then a metal shop, they expanded their capabilities to 
prototype and engineer more comprehensive visual solutions in-house. From smaller rooms 
to design projects ranging 20 stories high, Image Mill specializes in producing high-quality 
graphics that transform environments. 

ChromaLuxe 
Customer Spotlight:



When University Village, an open-air mall in Seattle, WA, was developing a new parking area, Image 

Mill was called upon to graphically cover the elevator enclosures on 5 stories, including one outdoor 

level. Image Mill knew they needed a vibrant panel with the quality and longevity to stand up against 

the elements, including long term sun exposure. The answer was clear: ChromaLuxe EXT. 

ChromaLuxe 
Customer Spotlight:



The brilliance, cleanability and durability make ChromaLuxe panels a top choice for future Image Mill 

projects, ranging from Hospital Graphics to Corporate Environments. The dedication to innovation and 

high-quality solutions by both Image Mill and ChromaLuxe creates a seamless partnership for realizing 

client visions with vivid, long-lasting color graphics. 

ChromaLuxe offers:

• Unique Aluminum Materials

• Scratch-Resistance

• Water-Resistance 

• Vibrant Print Quality 

• Outdoor Durability

• Artistic Aesthetic

Image Mill Specialties: 

• Prototyping

• Project Consulting and Management

• Design & Engineering Concepting

• Grand Format Printing

• Metal & Wood Fabrication

• Installation

• Corporate Environment Design 

   Solutions

Image Mill was well acquainted with the color brilliance of ChromaLuxe panels, but the EXT line offered 

the perfect exterior protective coating for the job. When the panels get scratched, only the clear 

surface material is affected, leaving the image below intact. The aluminum attached directly to the 

drywall provided a dent and graffiti resistant surface and ensured their vibrant longevity over a regular 

pressure sensitive adhesive. The high-quality graphics were a hit, matching the upscale elegance of 

the outdoor mall setting. 


